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Abstract--A brain-damaged patient is described whose pattern of performance provides insight into both the functional mechanisms

and the neural structures involved in visual mental imagery. The patient became severely agnosic, alexic, achromatopsic and
prosopagnosic following bilateral brain lesions in the temporo-occipital cortex. However, her mental imagery for the same visual
entities that she could not perceive was perfectly preserved. This clear-cut dissociation held across all the major domains of highlevel vision: object recognition, reading, colour and face processing. Our findings, together with other reports on domain-specific
dissociations and functional brain imaging studies, provide evidence to support the view that visual perception and visual mental
imagery are subserved by independent functional mechanisms, which do not share the same cortical implementation. In particular,
our results suggest that mental imagery abilities need not be mediated by early visual cortices. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All
rights reserved
Key Words: agnosia; pure alexia; achromatopsia; prosopagnosia.

extrastriate occipital areas [38]. Empirical support for
these hypotheses comes from the report of brain-damaged patients showing an imagery deficit which parallels
a perceptual impairment in the same cognitive domain
(see [21] for review). However, this line of reasoning,
although time-honoured and appealing in terms of
elegance and parsimony, rests on the logic of association
of impairments. This logic warrants the inference of a
single mechanism underlying the co-occurrence of multiple deficits only until patients are described who show
only one component deficit in isolation. Once a dissociation is documented, interpretations can no longer
postulate a unitary mechanism [53]. For example, patients showing an association between perception and
imagery deficits might have sustained brain lesions large
enough to damage several functionally independent but
anatomically contiguous cortical regions. Indeed, both
reports of preserved perception with impaired imagery
and of impaired perception with preserved imagery can

Introduction

Visual perception and visual mental imagery, the faculty
whereby we can revisualize a visual item from memory,
have often been regarded as cognitive functions subserved by common mechanisms. It has thus been hypothesized that visual perception and visual imagery share a
number of mental operations [38], and rely upon common
neural structures, including early visual cortices [15, 38].
In particular, a single visual buffer would be used "bottom-up", to display visual percepts, and "top-down", to
display internally generated images. The proposed neural
substrate for this buffer consists of some cortical visual
areas organized retinotopically, that is, the striate and
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be found in recent literature, thus making the case for a
double dissociation for these deficits. Nevertheless, both
types of dissociation have been claimed to accommodate
the perception/imagery equivalence account; Farah [20]
interpreted the isolated imagery deficits as coming from
an impairment of the generation process, a mechanism
specific to imagery by which memories are displayed on
the visual buffer (though see [49] for the proposal of a
separate image buffer); Kosslyn [38] argued that isolated
perceptual deficits could come from an impairment of the
sensory encoding system, prior to the visual buffer.
A further issue of interest in the imagery debate is
the possible modularity of imagery abilities for different
visual entities. The available descriptions of dissociations
among preserved and impaired imagery abilities suggest
domain-specific imagery for at least five types of visual
entities, namely shapes of objects, colour of objects, faces,
letters and spatial relationships [30]. Detailed knowledge
of the patterns of co-occurrence of perceptual and imagery deficits in each of these domains is important in
order to understand the cognitive and neural architecture
of imagery abilities and their relationship with visual
perception. For example, Farah [22] noted that patients
with selective deficits in particular visual perceptual
domains (e.g., colour or face processing) suffer from
selective imagery deficits in the same domain. This finding
supports the hypothesis that perception and imagery
share a common representational machinery. A central
achromatopsic patient thus said that an elephant would
be green and a polar bear grey, but produced very good
drawings of animals from memory [34], and a prosopagnosic patient could revisualize places, but not faces
[55]. However, empirical evidence on these patterns of
co-occurrence is scanty, because all the possible imagery
domains were rarely, if at all, thoroughly investigated in
the available case descriptions. For example, a dissociation between impaired perception and preserved
imagery has been described in object agnosia [6, 7, 34,
37, 52], pure alexia [47], achromatopsia [54], prosopagnosia [32, 46, 60] and spatial hemineglect [4], but
not all the domains of high-level vision were explored in
each of these reports.
Here we describe a patient who, following bilateral
lesions restricted to the extrastriate visual areas, was severely impaired in perceiving objects, letters, colours and
in recognizing familiar faces. However, she was able to
imagine vividly the same visual entities that she could not
recognize, thus showing a dissociation holding across all
these domains, which constitute the major components
of high-level vision [25]. We describe her difficulties in
each of the various domains and contrast them with her
intact imagery capacity in each of these domains.
Methods

May 1995, involving the middle and inferior occipital gyri and
the inferior temporal gyrus (Brodmann areas 18, 19 and 37).
Goldmann perimetry showed a right paracentral scotoma,
which disappeared with IV/4 test. Her only neuropsychological
deficit was a pure alexia. In December 1995, she sustained a
second right-sided haematoma, almost symmetrical to the first.
The lesion was centred on the middle occipital gyrus, just posteriorly to the temporo-occipital sulcus, involving areas 19 and
18 and the underlying white matter (Fig. 1).
After the occurrence of the second stroke, Mme D found
herself unable to recognize familiar faces and common objects
by sight, and complained of seeing the world in shades of grey.
Visual fields were normal on confrontation test; Goldmann
perimetry showed the persistence of the visual field defect (now
apparent only with II test); however, the scotoma now extended
to the left up to the foveal region (Fig. 2).
Visual evoked responses with black-and-white pattern were
normal for latency and amplitude. At that time, the patient was
unable to name any black-and-white realistic drawings. When
asked to name real objects presented by the examiner, she was
13/35 correct on visual presentation, claiming that she was
unable to recognize the other items. Tactile naming of the
same objects was flawless. In February 1996, Mme D agreed to
participate in experimental testing. At that time, she obtained
a verbal IQ of 109 on the WAIS-R. She performed the screening
test and the space perception test of the Visual Object and Space
Perception Battery [58] correctly, but failed on all the object
perception tests. On a test of line orientation judgement [8], she
obtained a corrected score of 25, well within the normal limits.
No signs of hemispatial neglect were present, either on visuospatial or on imaginal tasks [4]; in particular, when asked to
describe known places from memory, Mme D provided accurate and symmetrical descriptions. Writing was preserved (Fig.
3(a)), and she was able to produce a plausible copy of a composite drawing (Fig. 3(b)).
However, she was severely impaired in perceiving colours,
reading alphanumeric characters, and in recognizing by sight
common objects and familiar faces, including her husband's.
She was aware of and concerned about her perceptual impairments; she reported to try and identify objects by a slow, feature-by-feature approach#. When at home, she had learned to
cope partly with her recognition problems; she could sometimes
infer the identity of a familiar object by remembering its typical
location; subsequently, she was able to "see" the object better
by forming a visual image of it.
Procedure
Objects. Mine D was submitted to a battery designed to
evaluate the visual perception of linear drawings (Protocole
d'Evaluation des Gnosies Visuelles (PEGV); see [1]). This battery included tests of matching of geometrical patterns, identification of overlapping figures designing real objects and
geometrical patterns, functional association of an object drawing with a target object drawing between two distractors (e.g.,
envelope with dice, stamp or stairs), and categorical association
of object drawings (e.g., fork with watch, bicycle or knife). The
latter two tests were also performed by orally presenting the
stimuli. In addition, the patient was asked to match and subsequently name a series of 10 simple visual forms (linear drawings of polygons) to the corresponding items drawn on a paper
sheet. The patient was asked to name 247 linear drawings from
two standardized tests of oral confrontation picture naming

Case report

Madame D is a 74-year-old retired secretary who suffered a
haematoma located across the left temporo-occipital sulcus in

t For example, when shown the picture of a lion, she looked
at it for a long time, saying: "There are four legs, then it should
be an animal .... "
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Fig. 1. Tl-weighted MRI scan showing symmetric lesions in Brodmann areas 18 and 19 and in the underlying white matter. On the
left side, the lesion extends anteriorly to the inferior temporal gyrus (BA 37). Transversal (a), sagittal (b, c) and coronal sections (d)
are shown.

[17, 57]. Twenty linear drawings from one of these tests [17]
were used for a matching task; they were scattered on the table
in front of the patient, who was given a stimulus at a time and
asked to match it to the corresponding stimulus on the table.
Twenty different stimuli from the same test were used for a
pointing task; they were also scattered on the table, and the
patient was asked to point to the stimulus named by the examiner.
Imagery for objects and animals was tested using questionnaires requiring specific aspects of mental imagery [18, 39].
Examples of questions included: Do tractors have two large
wheels in the back or in the front? Is a deer larger or smaller
than a goat? Is a mug higher than it is wide or wider than it is
high?
Reading. Two 100-word lists were presented for oral reading.
Each list consisted of 20 words of four, five, six, seven and eight
letters. The words were presented free-field, printed in lower
case on a paper strip, for an unlimited time. Stimuli were
matched for lexical frequency. Both lists were administered
twice on different occasions. In addition, Mme D was asked
to read individual lower-case letters and single-digit numbers
presented on a paper strip.
Imagery for words and letters was tested by presenting auditorily the second word list to the patient, who was asked to
state whether each word contained one or more letters with an

ascender (e.g., b, h), a descender (p, g), or neither (m, e) [59].
In a different testing session, the same question was asked for
each letter of the alphabet. In addition, Mme D was required
to decide from memory whether upper-case letters contained
any curved lines [11] and to identify letters that she had constructed mentally following oral instructions [6]. An example
from the latter task is: Take the letter M. Cut it in half vertically.
Drop off the right side and turn the remaining part upside down
(the answer is V). Imagery for numbers was tested by asking
the patient to describe verbally single-digit numbers named by
the examiner.
Colours. The Farnsworth dichotomous test [271 was administered twice on different occasions. Only responses crossing the
centre of the isochromaticity diagram, i.e., couplings of very
distant hues, were considered as wrong. The Ishihara test for
colour-blindness [36] was administered allowing the patient to
follow the targets' contour with her index finger, on account of
her alexia. Matching, pointing and naming of colours were
tested separately on different occasions. The patient was presented with a 16 x 20 cm board composed of 20 4 x 4 cm different colour patches, and asked to name the colours, or to point
to colours pronounced by the examiner, or to match each colour
with 20 separate 4 x 4 cm colour patches.
Colour imagery was tested by auditorily presenting names of
objects to the patient, who had to produce either the appro-
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Fig. 2. Goldmann perimetry showing a relative central scotoma.
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Fig. 3. Examples of Mme D's spontaneous writing (a), copy of a composite drawing (b), and drawing from memory of objects that
she cannot identify on visual presentation (c).
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priate colour, or to make hue discriminations between couples
of objects (see [3] for a detailed description of tests).
Faces. Mme D was given tasks of face classification and
facial decision [51]. She was required to classify photographs of
unfamiliar faces by gender (10 men and 10 women), and by age
(15 young, 15 aged). For the facial decision task, she was asked
to discriminate between computer-drawn pictures of 10 faces
and 10 non-faces. The non-faces were either missing a feature
(nose, mouth, eyes), or their component features were scrambled. On this task, five control subjects (aged 35-81 years) performed 20/20 correct. In the task of detection of facial features,
the patient was asked to match a facial feature (nose, mouth or
eyes) to the corresponding item out of three distracters. The task
consisted of three conditions in which targets were, respectively:
isolated features (n = 9), features in the context of a face (n = 9),
and features in a partial context (only hair, ears and chin; n = 9).
Recognition of celebrities was assessed by asking the patient to
name 40 photographs of actors (n = 26), or politicians (n = 14),
a task in which controls performed 39.2/40 correct. The task was
administered twice on different occasions. Covert recognition of
faces was assessed by a matching task, a face-name learning
task, and a name--face interference task. In these tasks, covert
recognition would lead, respectively, to superior performance
on matching familiar faces, to faster relearning of familiar pairs,
and to interference in deciding the professional category for
celebrities' spoken names.
Imagery tests were designed using the same familiar faces
used in the recognition task. Questions were asked about hair
colour, length of hair, shape of mouth, length of nose, overall
shape of the face (round, oval, etc.), or about the form of details
of famous faces (e.g., "were a cast made of the lips of Marilyn
Monroe, whose lips would it fit better, Brigitte Bardot's or
Audrey Hepburn's?"). Odd-one out similarity judgements were
asked about triads of familiar figures. Triads were constructed
for the overall form and for particular aspects of the face (shape
of the mouth, protrusion of the eyes, length of the nose) [60].

Results
Mme D's performance on perceptual and imagery
tasks is summarized in Table 1,
She performed correctly the geometric pattern matching task of the PEGV (8/10 correct, cutoff < 8), but failed
on the overlapping figures task (13/30, cutoff < 30) and
on the association tasks (functional: 6/10, cutoff <9;
categorical 3/10, cutoff < 9). She showed no problem in
the latter two tasks with oral presentation (both tasks,
10/10 correct). Mme D was severely impaired when naming linear drawings. Examples of her responses on such
tasks are elephant - - "it's an animal, a dog" or hammer - - "aeroplane". Never did she give any signs of
recognizing items that she could not name (e.g., by miming of use). Moving the stimulus did not improve her
performance. She was also impaired in matching and
pointing to linear drawings, to the same degree as on
confrontation naming [~2(2)= 1.76, P N.S.]. However,
when asked to match and subsequently name simple visual shapes (polygons), she was faultless. Mme D produced plausible drawings when requested to draw from
memory items that she could not identify (Fig. 3(c)).
However, she did not recognize her drawings on subsequent testing sessions. She performed perfectly on the
object imagery tests, thus revealing an intact ability to

imagine objects. Her only three non-responses concerned
items that she claimed not to have known (star of David,
tic-tac-toe game, beagle).
Mme D was severely alexic. She read words in a slow
and laborious fashion, on a letter-by-letter basis, producing several errors. She also found it difficult to identify
letters and numbers presented in isolation. Nevertheless,
she could accurately visualize alphanumeric characters
from memory. She stated rapidly and unhesitatingly
whether lower-case letters or words named by the examiner had an ascender or a descender. She was equally
good in deciding from memory whether upper-case letters
contained any curved lines and when identifying letters
that she had constructed mentally following oral instructions, a remarkably difficult task. Imagined numbers were
also described correctly; for example, Mme D described
from memory the number 6 (which she could not recognize in reading tasks) as "a half circle open toward the
right, making a loop at its bottom".
The same pattern of dissociation between severely impaired perception and intact mental imagery was present in
the colour domain. Mme D was severely achromatopsic,
though performing somehow better with saturated colours such as red. In spite of her achromatopsia, she was
able to imagine colours vividly. She immediately retrieved
from memory the colour of objects named by the examiner, even when colours could not be recalled using a
verbal association strategy (e.g., interior part of a radish).
She performed subtle hue discriminations between
imagined colours; for example, she could state from memory that the green of bay leaves is darker than the green
of French beanst.
Mme D was profoundly impaired in both overt and
covert recognition of familiar faces, but had intact ability
to consult the configural as well as the componential
aspects of faces in mental imagery. She recognized the
face of Mitterrand only once out of 40 photographs of
celebrities presented twice on separate occasions, and
performed at chance level on tasks requiring to classify
by gender or by age photographs of unfamiliar people.
Nevertheless, Mme D's performance was flawless when
questioned about the shape of the mouth or the length of
the nose of a particular face. On these tasks, Mme D's
responses were identical to those given either by the totality or by the majority of controls.

Discussion
We presented the case of a patient with bilateral, welldefined brain lesions in the extrastriate visual areas. Her
performance on neuropsych01ogical tests tapping the visual processing of object form and colour, of verbal
material and of faces was severely and uniformly

~"See [3] for detailed results and discussion of Mme D's perceptual and imagery abilities in the colour domain.
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Table 1. Patient's performance (proportion correct) on perceptual and imagery
tests for objects, letters, colours and faces
Perception

Objects

Matching of geometric patterns [1]
Overlapping figures [1]
Functional matching, visual presentation [1]
Functional matching, oral presentation [1]
Categorical association, visual presentation [1]
Categorical association, oral presentation [1]
Matching of simple visual shapes
Naming of simple visual shapes
Picture matching (stimuli from [17])
Pointing to pictures (stimuli from [17])
Oral confrontation picture naming [57]
Oral confrontation picture naming [17]
High-imagery sentences [l 8]
Animal size [39]
Object form [39]
Letters
Word reading
Letter reading
Word imagery
Lower-case letter imagery [59]
Upper-case letter imagery [11]
Upper-case letter construction [6]
Colours
Farnsworth D- 15 [27]
Ishihara plates [36]
Colour matching [3]
Colour pointing [3]
Colour naming [3]
Colour verbal memory [16]
Verbo-visuo-verbal test [5]
Mental hue comparison [3]
Faces
Gender decision
Age decision
Facial decision [51]
Facial features
Recognition of celebrities
Gender decision [51]
Age decision [51]
Overall similarity
Specific properties
Triads similarities [60]
Triads properties [60]

impaired. Nevertheless, she was able to revisualize vividly
from memory items from all these perceptual domains,
thus showing perfectly spared visual mental imagery
abilities. As reviewed in the Introduction, dissociations
between impaired perception and preserved imagery have
already been described in object agnosia, pure alexia,
achromatopsia and prosopagnosia. However, this is the
first report of a similar dissociation holding across all
these domains, which constitute the major components
of high-level vision [25]. Our results bear implications for
theories about the relationship between visual perception
and visual mental imagery, for the notion of domain
specificity in perceptual and imagery processes and for

Imagery

8/10
13/30
6/10
10/10
3/10
10/10
10/10
10/10
11/20
7,,'20
94/167
39/80
16/18
18/19
24/24
156/400
22/52

100/100
26/26
26/26
26/26

17/32
6/36
6/20
8/20
8/40

12/20
11/30
14/20
5/27
1/80
12/20
11/30

20/20
15/15
24/25

15/45
14/15
30/30
24/24

current views about the neural basis of visual mental
imagery.

Locus of impairment

The primary focus of the present study was to analyse
the relationships between visual perception and visual
imagery. Nevertheless, the association shown by our patient of multiple impairments in different visual perceptual
domains, which are each likely to be subserved by a
different functional module, requires some comments.
An impairment of early visual processing (i.e., from the
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retina to VI) could in principle account for the observed
association, and would be consistent with the central
scotomat. However, a purely sensorial deficit seems to
be excluded by the fact that Mme D is able to conduct a
quasi-normal life when she is not confronted with complex visual items; she walks at home without bumping
into objects, orients normally towards people and objects
appearing in her visual fields, walks about in her neighbourhood, crossing streets and entering shops to buy
items that she verbally indicates to the seller. It even
happened that Mme D's friends doubted that her deficits
were real, as it is often the case with patients suffering
from selective neuropsychological impairments. The
possibility of an early visual impairment also seems to be
excluded by her good performance on a series of tasks,
such as copying drawings, line orientation judgements, a
neglect battery [4], the perceptual screening test and the
spatial subtests of a visuospatial battery [58], and the
geometric pattern-matching task of the PEGV [1], together with results of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
and visual evoked potentials. Mme D's visual problems
thus seem perceptual rather than sensorial in nature, and
would perhaps best be classified as deficits of high-level
visual processing.
Mme D's knowledge of the visual entities that she
cannot perceive is preserved, as assessed by her perfect
performance on tactile naming of objects and on imagery
tasks for objects, letters, colours and faces. Our patient
might suffer from a disrupted integration between the
output of early sensory analysis and later stages of processing, and her functional locus of impairment is to be
placed at some "intermediate" stage of processing (see
[35]). In particular, our patient's pattern of performance
does not conform to the classical dichotomy between
apperceptive and associative agnosia [42]. This is not
surprising, because Mme D's lesions are well defined and
relatively restricted in size, and are thus likely to produce
selective neuropsychological deficits. Mine D is relatively
good at copying drawings (Fig. 3), and she is unimpaired
in matching and naming simple visual shapes. As Humphreys and Riddoch's [34] patient, then, Mine D might
suffer from a disrupted integration of simple visual features into perceptual wholes. Along with this argument
goes the patient's report of attempts at identifying objects
using a slow, feature-by-feature strategy. From the anatomo-functional point of view, this feature integration
problem could reflect a deficit in the functional integration among striate and extrastriate visual areas necessary to produce a coherent percept of complex stimuli [61];
this deficit might in turn be caused by the critical location
of lesions in our patient.

t The scotoma can be explained by the possibility that the
lesions affected the geniculocalcarine pathways; however, the
possibility exists that an extrastriate lesion per se would be
sufficient to create a visual field defect [33].

Implications for models o f mental imagery

Our findings of a multiple-domain dissociation
between perception and imagery, together with the
location of our patient's lesions, place constraints on
models of visual mental imagery. It is important to note
that in our patient imagery abilities were not only relatively preserved compared with the perceptual deficit, but
perfectly intact; besides her perfect accuracy, Mme D
performed the imagery tasks in such a rapid and easy
way to suggest that her imagery resources were entirely
spared by the bilateral extrastriate lesions. We thus
observed a dissociation between impaired performance
in perceptual tests and normal performance in imagery
tests. This type of dissociation, termed "classical" by
Shallice [53], allows strong inferences about the normal
mechanisms underlying the observed phenomena.
As was mentioned in the Introduction, current theories
posit that mental imagery and perception share a visual
buffer subserved by occipital visual areas [38], and that
retrieval from memory occurs through the retroactivation
of the same cortical areas that had processed the relevant
information during perception [15]. Visual mental images
would thus be produced by top-down activation of early
visual cortices from more anterior areas. Such a mechanism could in principle explain our patient's pattern of
performance, as early visual areas seemed spared by the
lesions. However, the retroactivation account would have
predicted at least a relative impairment of mental imagery
in Mine D, given the massive disruption of the anterograde (bottom-up) flow of information and the anatomical contiguity between anterograde and reciprocal
connections in the cerebral white matter. Contrary to this
prediction, our patient performed at ceiling on all the
mental imagery tasks. That early visual areas are not
essential for revisualization from memory appears also
from the descriptions of cortical-blind patients who were
able to form visual images, from the classic Anton case
[2] to recent reports [10, 31]; in those cortical-blind patients who do show mental imagery deficits, anatomical
or metabolic damage extends from the early visual cortices to temporal and parietal areas [48]. Butter et al. [9]
recently described eight patients with unilateral visual
field defects who were worse at imagining dots on the
side of their visual field defect than on the other side, a
replication of analogous findings obtained by Farah et
al. [26] in a single patient. Butter et al. concluded that
"visual mental imagery relies on visual areas in the medial
occipital lobe" ([9], p. 227). However, this conclusion is
weakened by the following considerations. First, three
patients out of eight did not undergo any neuroimaging
studies; consequently, a lesion extending beyond the
occipital cortex could not be excluded (such a lesion was
indeed present in two of the remaining patients). Second,
one hemianopic patient performed the imagery task normally. Third, even in the case of lesions anatomically
restricted to the occipital cortex, functional damage may
extend to other cortical areas, as in the patient described
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by Policardi et al. [48]. This possibility could not be
excluded in the Butter et al. series, as no functional brain
images were obtained. Moreover, in at least one patient
in the series (M.K.), a functional impairment of the left
temporal lobe was strongly suggested by the occurrence
of an anomic deficit. Structural or functional damage to
visual association areas might thus account for the imagery deficit observed by Butter et al. Also, a recent functional MRI study [14] showed activation of visual
association areas in the absence of activation of the primary visual cortex during mental image generation.
The view that visual imagery relies on early visual
areas is also inconsistent with current theories about the
functional significance of these areas. For example, it has
been argued that V1 is more likely to compute local
interactions than to represent complex visual entities [45],
and that neural activity in VI does not directly enter
awareness [13]; if so, it becomes even less plausible that
the early visual areas subserved the conscious, high-level
cognitive manipulations required to build up an internally generated image. These considerations, together with
our present findings, challenge the claim that neural
activity in areas 17 and 18 is essential for visual imagery
(see [23, 40] for recent restatements). If our interpretation
of Mine D's perceptual impairment as stemming from a
disrupted integration between activity in the striate and
extrastriate visual areas is correct, then this integration is
clearly not essential for the retrieval of mental images,
however complex they may be. The location of our patient's lesions at the border between the occipital and the
temporal lobes would suggest that visual mental imagery
is mediated by neural structures placed outside the occipital section of the occipito-temporal processing stream, in
keeping with recent positron emission tomography (PET)
data [28, 50], showing the activation of parietal and temporal association areas during visual imagery tasks. If so,
a putative visual buffer shared by perception and imagery
should be displaced either forward in the temporal lobe,
or in the occipito-parietal stream.
That visual mental imagery requires the integrity of
brain areas lying anteriorly to those lesioned in our patient is strongly suggested by the comparison between
lesion locations in our patient and in patients with mental
imagery impairment. Interestingly, when studies are considered in which information on lesion location is available, lesions anterior to the occipito-temporal sulcus with
extensive temporal involvement are invariably present
in patients with impaired revisualization of faces [19],
colours [43] and objects [24]. Mental images of letters
might have a different status, as they rely more heavily
on subtle spatial constraints and might be used for the
motor act of writing. An impairment of letter imagery
might thus be expected, more than in pure alexic patients,
in agraphic patients with parietal lesions. This seems
indeed to be the case, as at least two left parietal patients
have been described who showed signs of agraphia and
loss of letter imagery [12, 29]. Also, evidence from lesion
and PET studies indicates that spatial [41, 44] or motor
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imagery [56] are likely to involve parietal and frontal
areas. Future reports of imagery deficits in which different
imagery abilities are carefully and thoroughly tested are
needed further to specify these notions and to establish
possible anatomo-functional correlations in selective
imagery deficits for object shape, object colour or face
processing.
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